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**Reviewer's report:**

I would like to thank the editor for this privilege to review such interesting paper.

I have the following minor points:

Language revision is essential e.g.
- ★ in abstract method section: undergoing should be underwent
- ★ Line 21: in abstract conclusion; please change "observes" to "follows".
- ★ Page 6 Line 34: inappropriate use of colon (:) was frequent. Please fix this.
- ★ Page 7 Line 44: please fix it to be "the obtained prediction curve".
- ★ Page 8 line 31: it should be "informed consent. Line 34: it should be : with an informed ",etc
- ★ Page 13 : it should be Kaplan Meier curves (not Meyer) and also edit other legend accordingly.

I wonder how this study has trial registration No. although it is not randomized controlled trial.

Line 29: please do not put any reference in the abstract.
Line 45: please be consistent in writing your abbreviation (JHW vs JhW)
Line 49: In introduction section, more details and references needed to be added. Don't comment on your prior work only.

Page 4, Line 52: please add proper reference to MacNew questionnaire and try to add a copy of the used question to the supplements.
Page 5 line 1: Selection of HRQoL over 2 weeks prior to questionnaire administration is a weird timeframe as those who underwent surgery 1 years ago will not be similar to those who had surgery 1 month ago. Please add explanation to that. Possible suggestion is to mention the minimum time from operation till questionnaire administration among your groups.
Page 5 Line 18: continuous variables should be assessed for normality then you can use t-test (mean and SD) if normally distributed or Mann Whitney test (median and interquartile range) if not. Please state that you tested for normality and edit as appropriate.
Page 5, Line 31: please add proper reference to spss program.
Page 5, Line 41: Please change programmed to elective.
Page 5, Line 47: please avoid putting any reference in the result section.
Page 5, Line 57: please add the method of calculation of median follow up to the method section and
add proper reference. There are many method to get it with reversed Kaplan Meier method being reported as the most robust. In which you can put alive patients as "events" . For more details, you can read this https://www2.le.ac.uk/departments/health-sciences/research/biostats/youngsurv/pdf/MShanyinde.pdf
Page 5 Line 60: please put respectively after groups.
Page 6 Line 6: please report how you got p value.
Page 6 Line 16: This is the main limitation of this study ( 14 vs 18 patients had HRQoL assessment ) and this should be clearly stated at the end of discussion section under a title limitation of our study. In addition you can state that future multi-institutional series will be highly recommended.
Page 7 Line 5: Please rephrase this sentence.
Page 7 Line 16: Please mention number of patients assessed in reference 10.
Page 7 Line 39-44: Sorry, I didn't understand this sentence and its appropriateness as the usual Kaplan Meier curves will be the usual sufficient method. Please explain or delete it.

Table 1 and figure 1: please add patients at risk to Kaplan Meier curves plot.
Table 2: it is strongly advised to use boxplots to show this data even as supplement.
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